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Welcome to Points to ponder for January 2015, sales of our new
under path products which are gaining acceptance and specification on new work to protect paths and pipes. Google “UPGI” if
you have not seen the system yet. We had a stand at CIVENEX
before Christmas and from that three U tube videos have been
produced, one for Under Path Growth Inhibitor (UPGI), one for
UPGI for trenches and one for Root Barriers and building foundations.
I have attached the videos, hopefully they make the communication of the applications and process easier.
Video 1: Root Barrier
Video 2: UPGI

http://youtu.be/rWtdZ8wGi_0

http://youtu.be/pfei4MbHAvI

Video 3: UPGI for Trenches http://youtu.be/XtDZUDM1S34

A little levity
A young man is reported to have approached the renowned
composer Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (one of the great musical
prodigies of all time), and asked, "Herr Mozart, I have
the ambition to write symphonies and perhaps you can advise
me how to get started."
Mozart said, "The best advice I can give you is to wait
until you are older and more experienced, and then try your
hand at less ambitious pieces."
The young man looked astonished. "But, Herr Mozart, you
yourself wrote symphonies when you were considerably
younger than I."
"Ah," said Mozart, "but I did so without asking advice."
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This is too true to be funny.
The next time you hear a politician use the word 'billion' in
a casual manner, think about whether you want the
'politicians' spending YOUR tax money.

A billion is a difficult number to comprehend, but one advertising agency did a good job of putting that figure into
some perspective in one of its releases.

A.
A billion seconds ago it was 1959.
B.
A billion minutes ago Jesus was alive.
C.
A billion hours ago our ancestors were living in the Stone
Age.
D.
A billion days ago no-one walked on the earth on two feet.
E.
A billion Dollars ago was only 13 hours and 12 minutes, at
the rate our government is spending it!

